Helpful life hacks for today’s teens

Omniographics’ Teen Resource Center is an online service created to provide authoritative coverage of the issues facing today’s information hungry teenagers. Engaging, easy-to-access topics are grouped into the three broad areas of Health & Wellness, Financial Literacy and Personal Growth.

Covering everything from bullying to voting, it offers thousands of articles spanning more than 25 subject areas with links to support groups, hotlines and more, plus a searchable database of frequently asked questions complete with helpful, real-world answers.

An invaluable resource for librarians, teachers and students designed for reference, research and personal information. Comprehensive features and functionality include:

- Thousands of articles covering dozens of subject areas
- Comprehensive coverage of the pressing issues facing today’s teens
- Hundreds of the most common teen questions with real-world answers
- Over 500 additional resources with links and contact information, including
  - Hotlines
  - Online communities
  - Organizations
  - Recommended reading
- Unlimited users at up to three locations
- Remote access from anywhere at any time
- Access on any device…desktop, laptop, tablet or smart phone
- Clean, intuitive interface
- Powerful natural-language search

WHAT REVIEWERS ARE SAYING?

“Teen Resource Center … is a stand-out resource for teenagers looking for accurate, current, and reliable information. The variety and extensiveness of relevant and contemporary information for today’s young adults and the manner in which it is presented makes [this] … an excellent choice for all physical and virtual libraries serving young adults.”

— 2019 SLC/ARBA Awards: Best Electronic Reference Resource

“The user-friendly design, conversational yet well-documented text, and dependable suggested resources will appeal to adolescents. The site also effectively addresses topics teens may feel more comfortable researching privately, making it a solid choice for most libraries serving high school students.”

— School Library Journal, February ‘19

BACK-TO-SCHOOL OFFER!

Place your order for Teen Resource Center by 9/30/2019 and get 20% off the School/Library Price. That’s just $396 for an annual subscription!

For more information visit www.omnigraphics.com
2019 Best Electronic Reference Resource!

Payment Enclosed, Ship postpaid
Bill us, plus 7% shipping and handling. (libraries, schools & government agencies only)

Teen Resource Center 978-0-7808-1676-3___________ $396.00

Purchase Order Number ____________________________

Organization ____________________________________________________________________________________

Name______________________________ Title __________________________

Address ________________________________________________________________________________________

City__________________________ State_______ Zip___________

Phone_________________________ Fax __________________________

Online Orders: www.omnigraphics.com
Phone Orders 800-234-1340 • Fax Orders: 800-875-1370

SPECIAL BACK-TO-SCHOOL OFFER!
See Inside for Details